Entanglement between light and matter combines the advantage of long distance transmission of photonic qubits with the storage and processing capabilities of atomic qubits. To distribute photonic states efficiently over long distances several schemes to encode qubits have been investigated -timebin encoding being particularly promising due to its robustness against decoherence in optical fibers. Here, we demonstrate the generation of entanglement between a photonic time-bin qubit and a single collective atomic spin excitation (spin-wave) in a cold atomic ensemble, followed by the mapping of the atomic qubit onto another photonic qubit. A magnetic field that induces a periodic dephasing and rephasing of the atomic excitation ensures the temporal distinguishability of the two time-bins and plays a central role in the entanglement generation. To analyse the generated quantum state, we use largely imbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometers to perform projective measurements in different qubit bases and verify the entanglement by violating a CHSH Bell inequality.
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PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.67.Bg, 03.65.Ud, 42.50.-p Entangled states between light and matter play a central role for fundamental tests in quantum physics [1] [2] [3] [4] . In addition they are an important resource for several emerging quantum technologies, such as quantum cryptography, quantum computation or remote sensing. Their main key feature is that they combine the advantages of "flying" photonic states (that provide long distance transmission) with the ones of "stationary" atomic states (that enable quantum state storage, synchronization and processing) [5, 6] . These hybrid entangled states have been generated with a large variety of matter systems such as atomic gases [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , single atoms and ions [1, 12, 13] or solid state systems [14] [15] [16] .
Several degrees of freedom can be used to encode the photonic component of the light-matter entangled state: polarization [1, 3, 7, 8, 10, [12] [13] [14] , orbital angular momentum [9] , spatial [11] or time-bin encoding [4, 15, 16] being the most prominent examples. For long distance transmission, encoding in form of photonic timebin qubits is favourable, since this approach is robust against decoherence in optical fibers. The good performance of time-bin photonic states has been shown in several works including long distance entanglement distribution or teleportation [17] [18] [19] [20] . The direct generation of time-bin entanglement between a photonic qubit and a matter system (i.e. without the need of an external quantum light source) has so far been shown only in single emitters systems such as nitrogen vacancy centers [4] or quantum dots [21] .
In this work, we demonstrate direct generation of entanglement between a photonic time-bin qubit and a collective atomic spin excitation (spin-wave) using an ensemble of laser cooled atoms. In contrast to former related experiments, in our system, the atomic state can be later mapped very efficiently into a single photon without the need of high finesse cavities [22, 23] . Moreover, the ensemble based approach offers excellent prospects for different multiplexing techniques [6, [24] [25] [26] . The combination of the spin-wave to photon conversion capability together with the time-bin encoding makes our system a source of entangled photonic qubits that are robust and synchronizable. These capabilities provide an interesting resource for instance for long distance quantum communication using quantum repeaters [6, 27] .
The basic concept of the experiment is as follows (cf. Fig. 1 ). An off-resonant doubly-peaked write laser pulse generates an excitation in our atomic cloud that is entangled with a Raman scattered write photon in the timebin degree of freedom. In order to generate this entangled state, the atomic excitations generated at the two time bins need to form and orthogonal qubit basis (i.e. they need to be totally distinguishable). This is achieved applying an homogeneous magnetic field that leads to a Zeeman splitting of the atomic energy levels and induces a dephasing and rephasing of the atomic excitation at well defined times after its creation [28] (see Fig. 1 (b) and 1(c)). To assess the matter qubit, this subsequently converted into a photonic time-bin qubit using a resonant read laser pulse, and the two entangled photons are analyzed. This analysis is done with Mach-Zehnder interferometers and single photon detectors, which allow projective measurements in any basis on the equator of the Bloch sphere.
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1(a) . We cool an ensemble of 87 Rb atoms in a magneto optical trap (MOT) to T ≈ 100 µK [29] . The atomic levels relevant for the experiment are shown in Fig. 1(b) and consist of two metastable ground states (|g = |5 2 S 1/2 , F = 1 and |s = |5 2 S 1/2 , F = 2 ) and one excited state (|e = |5 2 P 3/2 , F = 2 ). An homogeneous magnetic field (B = 2.1 G) perpendicular to the beam propagation axis splits the energy of the Zeeman sub-levels, which is essential for the entanglement generation as discussed below. After optically pumping the atoms in state |g , a write pulse drives transition |g → |e with a red detuning of ∆ = 40MHz. This process generates probabilistically write photons on the |e → |s transition through spontaneous Raman scattering. The write pulse interacts with many atoms at different positions and in different Zeeman sublevels. Hence, the state of the atomic excitation is a collective state given by the superposition of all possible excitations [30] . Due to its temporal evolution, the state can be written after a certain time t as
where N denotes the total number of atoms, x j the initial atom position, ∆w j the two photon detuning of the excitation and k W(w) the wavevector of the write pulse (photon). The collective atomic excitation can be converted into a read photon by means of a read pulse resonant to the |s → |e transition. In the absence of atomic dephasing the transfer will happen with a high efficiency to a particular spatio-temporal mode thanks to collective interference of all contributing atoms. The spatial mode is given by the phase matching condition k r = k R + k W − k w , where k r(R) are the read photon (pulse) wave vectors. This retrieval efficiency can be measured as the probability p (r|w) to detect a read photon once a write photon was detected, and is shown in Fig. 2(a) as a function of the read-out time t R if no external magnetic field is applied (green open circles). In the presence of dephasing of the atomic state, the collective interference will be degraded and the photon retrieval efficiency will decrease. In our case, the magnetic field splits the Zeeman sublevels, giving rise to four different excitation paths of the spin-wave with different two-photon detunings ∆ω j (cf. Supplemental Material [31] ). According to Eqn. (1) , this leads to a periodic de-and rephasing of the atomic excitation that we observe as a beating of the retrieval efficiency with a periodicity of T r = 344 ns. This effect is schematically represented in Fig. 1(c) and the measured data are shown in Fig. 2(a) (blue dots) . A theoretical model of p (r|w) can be developed by computing the overlap between the initial atomic state and the state at the readout time
This expression is used to obtain the equation with which the data in Fig. 2 (a) are fitted [31] .
The way we generate the entanglement with time-bin encoding is the following. A write pulse with two intensity peaks separated by T r /2 is sent to the atoms, leading to the probabilistic generation of a photon-atomic excitation pair delocalized in two time-bins. This time-bin entangled state can be written as
where E w(a) and L w(a) denote a write photon (atomic excitation) generated in the early and late bin, respectively. The generation time difference of the atomic states |E a and |L a leads to a different phase evolution of these two spin-wave modes in such a way that they become distinguishable. The phase φ of the entangled state |Ψ wa depends on the phase difference between the two write pulse peaks. Due to the mentioned collective interference, the atomic qubit can be later transferred into a photonic qubit via a resonant read pulse. This pulse needs to have two intensity peaks separated by T r /2 and delayed by a multiple of T r with respect to the early atomic excitation creation time (cf. Fig. 1(c) ). In that situation, thanks to the magnetic field dephasing, the early peak of the read pulse will transfer collectively only early atomic excitations into early read photons. In the same way, the late peak of the read pulse will transfer collectively only late atomic excitations into late read photons. One detrimental effect is that the early read pulse also scatters late atomic excitations, which leads to the undirectional emission of photons. For this reason the early read pulse has an area of π/2, while the area of the late read pulse is π. This limits intrinsically the atom-to-photon state transfer to an efficiency of 50% in the current configuration. As discussed in [31] , this read-out imperfection is equivalent to a loss induced by a beam splitter. This issue could be overcome by an alternative scheme that transfers back and forth the early or late atomic excitations to different ground-state levels, such that during the write and read-out processes just one component of the spin-wave interacts with the optical pulses [32] .
To demonstrate that the generated write and readphotons are indeed correctly correlated in the time-bin degree of freedom, we construct the coincidence histograms of detection events, using just one write and one read photon detector after the ensemble. The inset in Fig. 2(b) shows the number of coincidences between write and read photons in each of the bins C bw br , where b w(r) denotes the early or late write (read) photon bin. For low P W , most of the photons are detected together in either the early or the late time-bin. However, for higher write powers, the degree of correlation decreases, due to the creation of multiple spin-wave photon pairs. The green data points show the degree of correlation depending on the the write power -illustrated by the selectivity parameter S = (C EE + C LL ) / (C EE + C LL + C EL + C LE ).
To characterize the generated quantum state and certify the entanglement, we took projective measurements on the equator of the Block sphere. This is done by overlapping the early and late bins of both write and read fields using fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometers as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The length difference between the short and long arm of each interferometer is 40 m, corresponding to the temporal separation between the early and late bins. This large imbalance makes it experimentally challenging to maintain a stable phase difference between the two arms of each interferometer during the whole experiment. In order to achieve that condition, both interferometers are actively temperature stabilized, and a short section of the long fiber arm is rolled around a piezo-electric ceramic cylinder for active feedback. We send 325 µW of lock laser light, derived from the read pulse laser, to one input of each interferometer and measure the power at the output with a photodiode (PD). The PD signal is used to generate a feedback voltage which is sent to the piezo to keep the interferometer output power constant. This ensures that the phase difference of both interferometers is maintained at the required value during the experiment. The lock light and the write and read photons are not present at the same time: we perform repeatedly 13.3 ms of interferometer active stabilization during the atomic cloud preparation, followed by 1.4 ms of photon generation. In order to ensure polarization overlap at the interferometer output, we use polarization controllers in the short interferometer arms. Figure 3(a) shows the write and read photon time histograms after passing through the interferometers. For both histograms, the first peak corresponds to photons generated in the early bin that pass through the short interferometer arm. The third peak corresponds to photons generated in the late bin that pass through the long interferometer arm. The central peak corresponds to photons that are either created in the early bin and pass through the long interferometer arm or are created in the late bin and pass through the short interferometer arm. These events correspond to qubit projections into states that lay on the equator of the Bloch sphere expressed as 1/ √ 2(|E + e iφ |L ) [18, 33] (see Fig. 3(b) ). The phase φ corresponds to the phase delay between the two interferometer arms, and can be controlled by changing the voltage U w(r) sent to the write (read) piezo fiber stretcher. In Fig. 3(c) we show the correlation coefficient E as a function of U r , defined as
Here, p i,j correspond to the probabilities to detect a photon coincidence between detectors D i w and D j r (i, j = ±), within the central peaks shown in Fig. 3(a) . For two different U w , we measure two-photon interference fringes that are shifted by 82 (5) • with visibilities of V 1 = 0.82(0.04) and V 2 = 0.79(0.04). These values reveal the presence of entanglement, since they are above the visibility required for a Bell inequality violation (V > 1/ √ 2 ≈ 0.707). Besides the two-photon interference shown in Fig. 3(c) , we also observe low visibility single-photon interference of each write and read photon [31] . This is due to the emission of photons in other transitions that do not correspond to entangled events, which could be avoided by spectral filtering. However, these uncorrelated write-read photons have a very low impact on E(U w , U r ).
The visibility of the two-photon interference fringes (as shown in Fig. 3(c) ) is plotted as a function of the write pulse power in Fig. 4(a) . V decreases for high P W due to the creation of multiple photon-atomic excitation pairs during the write process [8] . This leads to the detection of coincidences coming from photon pairs that are not entangled. The measured data show that we can fulfill the condition of Bell inequality violation (V > 1/ √ 2) for To definitely prove the entanglement we violate a CHSHtype Bell inequality [34] , which reads
where φ w(r) and φ ′ w(r) are pairs of write (read) photon interferometer phases. In Fig. 4(b) we show the four correlation coefficients taken with the basis that lead to the highest possible value of S. The measurement gives a CHSH Bell parameter of S = 2.18 ± 0.09, violating the Bell inequality by 2 standard deviations. Possible limitations of this value include laser frequency fluctuations, the detection of photons emitted in other transitions and the imperfect dephasing due to the photon temporal widths [31] .
As can be observed in Fig. 3(a) , the overlap of the early and late photonic modes in the interferometer is limited to a probability of 50%. The events in the first and third peaks in the write and read photon histograms are discarded for our Bell inequality analysis. This limitation is due to the beam splitter at the input of the interferometers, and leads to a Bell inequality loophole that is present in many of the photonic energy-time and time-bin entanglement experiments. In order to avoid it one could either replace the input beam splitter by an optical switch, or change the geometry of the experiment as described in [35, 36] .
In conclusion, we presented the direct generation of time-bin entanglement between a photon and a collective atomic spin excitation. After transferring the atomic qubit into a photonic state, the qubits are analyzed with Mach-Zehnder interferometers and we verify the entanglement by violating a CHSH Bell inequality. Photons with narrow linewidth as generated with our system [37] are crucial for an optimal interaction with other narrowband matter quantum systems, like trapped ions, doped crystals, etc. Since photonic time-bin qubits are very suitable for quantum frequency conversion [38, 39] , entanglement between hybrid matter systems could be achieved through the frequency conversion and distribution of the write photonic qubit [40] [41] [42] .
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